Summary

**Creator:** Moore, Lillian

**Title:** Lillian Moore correspondence

**Date:** ca. 1936-1967

**Size:** 11 drawers

**Abstract:** Lillian Moore (1911-1967) was an American dancer, writer, teacher, and dance historian. Holographs and typescripts. The correspondence is partially related to Miss Moore’s research on the 19th century ballet, with letters from dance authorities such as Walter Toscanini, Ivor Guest, Ifan Kyrle Fletcher, Ted Shawn, and Clive Barnes. Other correspondence is with various art councils, libraries, dance companies, and a number of major American and Danish dancers.

**Access:** Some collections held by the Dance, Music, Recorded Sound, and Theatre Divisions at the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts are held off-site and must be requested in advance. Please check the collection records in the NYPL's online catalog for detailed location information. For general guidance about requesting offsite materials, please consult: https://www.nypl.org/about/locations/lpa/requesting-archival-materials

**Preferred citation:** Lillian Moore correspondence, Jerome Robbins Dance Division, The New York Public Library

**Creator History**

Lillian Moore (1911-1967) was an American dancer, writer, teacher, and dance historian.

**Scope and Content Note**

Holographs and typescripts. The correspondence is partially related to Miss Moore’s research on the 19th century ballet, with letters from dance authorities such as Walter Toscanini, Ivor Guest, Ifan Kyrle Fletcher, Ted Shawn, and Clive Barnes. Other correspondence is with various art councils, libraries, dance companies, and a number of major American and Danish dancers.
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